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GAME COMPONENTS

1 Game Board (A. France Map, B. Germany Map)
2 76 Railroad Stock Shares (38 France Shares, 38 Germany Shares)
This Rulebook

The expansions use the same base game rules as GM&O. No railroads offer special Victory Points 
for being started. No specific railroad must be started on the first turn. Each map features a fixed 
set of rail companies that are the first major railroads which are available to be started at the 
beginning of the game.
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This expansion for Gulf, Mobile & Ohio offers two different maps to play. Each of the maps 
(France and Germany) feature generic rail lines that start in a specific city instead of the named 
railroads that are included in GM&O.

Each map has its own set of share cards that are related to the start city of that particular railroad. 

INTRODUCTION
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FRANCE MAP
Setup: 
7 railroads start the game as Available at the start of the game. 
The starting cities for the railroads are also indicated on the map 
with a red outline in the area around the name in the city hex.

The cities are Lille, Paris, Strasbourg, Tours, Lyon, 
Bordeaux, Nimes.

GERMANY MAP
Setup: 
7 railroads start the game as Available at the start of the game. 
The starting cities for the railroads are also indicated on the map 
with a red outline in the area around the name in the city hex.

The cities are Hamburg, Berlin, Dortmund, Kassel, Leipzig, 
Karlsruhe, München.

After the Charter shares for these railroads have been placed 
around the board, shuffle the remaining Unavailable Charter 
shares, and randomly choose one. This railroad also starts the 
game as Available. Place that railroad’s Charter by the map. 
Put the remaining shares in the Unavailable stack.

SPECIAL RULES

Graphic Design and Illustration by Todd Sanders.
Production Management by Ken Hill.

The license for Franco-German Rails has been kindly granted to 
Rio Grande Games by Winsome Games.

If you have comments, questions, or suggestions, please write to us at:

Rio Grande Games, PO Box 1033
Placitas, NM 87043, USA

RioGames@aol.com
www.riograndegames.com
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